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Social Media Derived Behavioral and 
Affective Markers Predict Postpartum 
Changes

emotion, an important dimension beyond the valence 
captured by PA and NA. As an example, while frustrated 
and infuriated are both negative emotions, infuriated is 
higher in activation. Dominance represents the controlling 
and dominant nature of an emotion. For instance while both 
fear and anger are negative emotions, anger is a dominant 
emotion, while fear is a submissive emotion. 

Linguistic Style. We also use measures to characterize 
change based on the use of linguistic styles in posts from 
new mothers during the prenatal and the postnatal periods 
[8]. Linguistic styles capture how language is used by 
individuals and provide information about their behavioral 
characteristics subject to their social environment [7,23]. 
We again referred to LIWC for determining 22 specific 
linguistic styles: articles, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions, 
adverbs, impersonal pronouns, personal pronouns, 
prepositions, functional words, fillers, assent, negation, 
certainty and quantifiers.  

OBSERVATIONS OF POSTPARTUM CHANGES 
We share several empirical observations prior to focusing 
on the task of constructing classifiers to predict postpartum 
changes in new mothers. The observations illustrate the 
manner in which mothers change in their behavior as 
manifested through our different measures. Figure 1 shows 
heat maps of individual-level changes for five measures: 
volume, replies, negative affect, activation and first-person 
pronoun use. For brevity, we focus on these measures as 
illustrative examples of change, though we note that most 
measures showed similar patterns. Greater details of 
changes in different measures across the cohorts of mothers 
can be referred to in [8]. 

The heat maps in Figure 1 display a variety of shifts in 
patterns, including how some new mothers may show 
noticeable changes in their behavior on Twitter. Changes 
are observed in the decreasing and increasing directions. 
Some new mothers exhibit only small changes while others 
show more extreme shifts in one or more measures.  

For instance, the heat maps show a considerable decrease in 
volume, replies, and activation following childbirth for a 

subset of the mothers. Such decreases indicate that these 
women are posting less, suggesting a possible loss of social 
connectedness following childbirth. We also observe a 
noticeable increase in NA for a portion of the mothers. This 
finding may be attributable to these mothers’ physical, 
mental, and emotional exhaustion [19], as well as the sleep 
deprivation typical of parenting a newborn. Similarly, the 
drastic reduction in activation during the postnatal phase for 
some mothers may indicate emotions of low intensity, 
perhaps based in fatigue from handling daily tasks around 
care of the newborn. Finally, we find that the use of the 
first-person pronoun increases considerably for some 
mothers, possibly reflecting increases in attention to self 
and emotional distancing from others after childbirth [7,30].  

The cohort of mothers showing extreme changes (in either 
direction, depending on the measure, e.g., decreasing for 
volume, increasing for NA) is of particular interest to us, as 
these significant changes could indicate difficulty adjusting 
to new motherhood, including emotional changes seen in 
maternity blues. In fact, prior literature establishes that the 
above-observed signs of considerable decrease in social 
interaction (e.g., lowered volume), generally unhappy 
postings (e.g., lowered PA, high NA), and psychological 
distancing (e.g., high 1st person pronoun use) may point to 
emotional instability, depression vulnerability, or existing 
depression [7]. In this light, classifying and predicting the 
behavior of mothers who will later show extreme negative 
postpartum changes ahead of time, may be useful in 
flagging risk of forthcoming behavioral health problems. 

PREDICTION FRAMEWORK 

We now pursue the use of supervised learning to construct 
classifiers trained to predict postpartum behavioral and 
emotional changes of new mothers. To this end, we use 
observations of our measures during the prenatal phase: 
engagement, emotion, ego-network, and linguistic style.  

Classification Setup 
Given observed data during the prenatal period, we frame 
prediction as a binary classification problem per measure, 
where we discriminate the following two classes: 
x Extreme-changing mothers: the first group (class C1) 

comprises mothers whose mean value of a measure in 
postpartum after childbirth is considerably less than (or 
greater than, depending on the measure of interest) that 
before childbirth, with respect to a suitably chosen 
empirical threshold τ that is discussed below;  

x Standard-changing mothers: the second group (class C0) 
comprises those mothers not in the extreme change class. 

To construct these two classes, we need to estimate the 
expected directionality of change2 of a particular measure 
indicating the manner in which the mothers deviate in their 
                                                           
2Normalized change per mother is defined as the difference 
between mean value of a measure postpartum and the mean value 
of the same measure in the prenatal period, divided by the latter. 

Figure 1. Heat maps (scaled on RGB spectrum with red=high, 
blue=low) showing changes in five measures behavior in new 
mothers during postpartum, compared to prenatal period. Center 
white line in each figure represents estimated time of childbirth.  

376 users (new mothers); 40,426 posts between March 2011 and July 2012



Measuring Levels of Acute Stress in College 
Campuses with Social Media

(Saha and De Choudhury, PACM/CSCW 2018)



Temporal and Linguistic 
Patterns of Stress



Social media depression index
(De Choudhury, Counts, Horvitz, ICWSM 2013; WebSci 2013)

actual (BRFSS data) predicted (SMDI)

Socio-demographic, spatio-temporal patterns of prevalence of depression





Predicting Depression via Social Media
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Summary

so appear to discuss to some extent their therapy and 
treatment, even dosage levels of medication e.g., 150mg, 
40mg (Treatment theme), as well as generally about con-
cerns in life, work and relationships (Relationships, Life 
theme). In this last category we observe a noticeable vol-
ume of unigrams relating to religion or religious thoughts 
(jesus, bible, church, lord). On investigation of the litera-
ture, it appears that religious involvement is often found to 
be comforting to individuals experiencing psychological 
distress or sudden bereavement (McCullough et al., 1999).  

Theme Unigrams 
Symptoms anxiety, withdrawal, severe, delusions, adhd, 

weight, insomnia, drowsiness, suicidal, appe-
tite, dizziness, nausea, episodes, attacks, sleep, 
seizures, addictive, weaned, swings, dysfunc-
tion, blurred, irritability, headache, fatigue, 
imbalance, nervousness, psychosis, drowsy 

Disclosure fun, play, helped, god, answer, wants, leave, 
beautiful, suffer, sorry, tolerance, agree, hate, 
helpful, haha, enjoy, social, talk, save, win, 
care, love, like, hold, cope, amazing, discuss 

Treatment medication, side-effects, doctor, doses, effec-
tive, prescribed, therapy, inhibitor, stimulant, 
antidepressant, patients, neurotransmitters, 
prescriptions, psychotherapy, diagnosis, clini-
cal, pills, chemical, counteract, toxicity, hospi-
talization, sedative, 150mg, 40mg, drugs 

Relationships, 
life 

home, woman, she, him, girl, game, men, 
friends, sexual, boy, someone, movie, favorite, 
jesus, house, music, religion, her, songs, party, 
bible, relationship, hell, young, style, church, 
lord, father, season, heaven, dating 

Table 3. Unigrams from the depression lexicon that appear 
with high frequency in the posts from the depression class. 
These terms had the largest standardized β coefficients 
based on penalized logistic regression.  

In a similar manner, we further observe distinctively 
higher numbers of mentions of antidepressant medication 
among the depressed class, again based on a penalized lo-
gistic regression model: serotonin (β=.32); amphetamine 
(β=.28); maprotiline (β=.22); nefazodone (β=.13). 
Egonetwork Characteristics. Next we present differences 
across the two classes of users based on the egocentric 
network measures, as summarized in Table 4. We notice 
lower numbers of followers and followees for the depres-
sion class—possibly showing that these users exhibit re-
duced desire to socialize or tendency to consume external 
information and remain connected with others. They also 
show reduced reciprocity to others’ communications, indi-
cating decreased desire for social interaction. The lower 
value of the graph density of their egonetworks, and the 
smaller sizes of their 2-hop neighborhoods shows that the 
interactions per individual in their networks are limited, 
compared to the users in the other class. The prestige ratio, 
however, seems to be close to unity, compared to the other 
class, indicating that depressed individuals and their neigh-
bors typically have similar numbers of neighbors. Near 

unity prestige ratio also makes us conjecture that the 
neighbors of users in the depressed class could be ones 
they trust and connect with on psychological issues, or 
through their experiences. In fact, we know from (Kawachi 
& Berkman, 2001) that depressed individuals are known to 
cluster together. However given the limited availability of 
data in our study, we cannot confirm this finding—
however constitutes an interesting topic for future research.  

In conjunction with the higher value of clustering coeffi-
cient, embeddedness, and number of ego components, we 
conjecture that these observations indicate that depression 
sufferers typically belong to high connectivity close-knit 
networks. This may be an indication that when depressed 
individuals turn to social media, they intend to leverage the 
tool to build a closed network of trusted people, with 
whom they are comfortable sharing their psychological ex-
periences, seeking out social support, or gathering infor-
mation regarding their treatment and medication.  
Egonetwork measures Depres. class Non-depres. class 
#followers/inlinks 26.9 (σ=78.3) 45.32 (σ=90.74) 
#followees/outlinks 19.2 (σ=52.4) 40.06 (σ=63.25) 
Reciprocity 0.77 (σ=0.09) 1.364 (σ=0.186) 
Prestige ratio 0.98 (σ=0.13) 0.613 (σ=0.277) 
Graph density 0.01 (σ=0.03) 0.019 (σ=0.051) 
Clustering coefficient 0.02 (σ=0.05) 0.011 (σ=0.072) 
2-hop neighborhood 104 (σ=82.42) 198.4 (σ=110.3) 
Embeddedness 0.38 (σ=0.14) 0.226 (σ=0.192) 
#ego components 15.3 (σ=3.25) 7.851 (σ=6.294) 
Table 4. Average measures, along with std. dev. of the ego-
centric social graph, comparing the depression and non-
depression classes over the year-long period of analysis.  
Predisposition of Depression. In terms of the trends of 
each of the behavioral measures in Figure 3, we notice a 
general decrease over time in some measures, e.g., volume, 
replies, activation, 3rd person pronoun (note the negative 
slope in the trend lines), while a general increase over time 
for others like NA, 1st person pronoun usage, swear word 
use, and frequency of depression terms (positive slope in 
trend lines). We conjecture that this finding indicates indi-
viduals showing a shift in their behavior as they approach 
the onset of their depression—note that the year-long 
trends shown in the figure precede the reported onset of 
depression for the users. The clinical literature reports that 
a variety of predisposing/precipitating factors or states are 
associated with the onset of depression in people; these in-
clude mood disturbances, suicidal thoughts, cognitive im-
pairments, or self-care, attention, judgment and communi-
cation (Rabkin & Struening, 1976). Through the general 
increase of NA, lowered activation or rise in use of depres-
sive language over the period preceding depression onset, 
it seems that Twitter postings do indeed capture this.  

Predicting Depressive Behavior 
Given the two classes of users and their differences in be-
havior, how accurately can we forecast, prior to the report-
ed onset of depression, whether or not a user is likely to be 



In this paper, the ground truth was obtained 
from Amazon mechanical turk workers. 
Anything unique about this population that 
may have affected the findings? What would 
be alternative ways of recruiting people or 
gathering high quality ground truth?



Depression is not an online condition, but 
one that spans both the online and the 
offline life. The paper does not take offline 
attributes into their models. 

Is there a way to that into account? What 
would be the most significant offline 
attributes to consider?







But are models trained on aggregated 
group-level differences useful at the 
individual level?



Correlation and causation





What comes next?



What comes next?

Efficacy

Validity

Social Media + Machine Learning for clinical 
interventions



SOCIAL MEDIA + MACHINE LEARNING

Ground truth label: 
Readily available

Ground truth label: 
clinical assessment

Proxy ground truth 
labels



Construct Validity: Do the proxy diagnostic signals 

objectively and accurately measure what they 

claim to measure (clinical mental illness diagnosis)



Theoretical/Clinical grounding: Is what is being 

measured by the proxy diagnostic signals 

valid in itself?



Affiliation Data

Self-reports Data

Appraised Data

Proxy data sets: diagnostic signals 
for schizophrenia on Twitter

N = 861

N = 412

N = 153

Matched 
Control Data

N = 640



Patient’s social media data

Schizophrenia 
Patient Data

Healthy Control Data

N = 88

N = 55



Methodology: Triangulation

Binary classification task:

Distinguishing those with 
schizophrenia from control 

populations



Efficacy
High internal validity

Very low external validity

Cross Validation Testing on patient data

Affiliation Model 0.89 0.21
Self-report Model 0.72 0.48
Appraised Model 0.80 0.55

Patient Model 0.72 0.76



Issues with Construct Validity



If the broader research agenda is to use social media 
data to inform clinical decision-making, such as early 

diagnosis, treatment or patient-provider 
interventions, (social media) data collection and 
machine learning model development should 

happen in context

Main Takeaway



Describe a design idea where we can use 
social media based depression (or other 
mental health condition like 
schizophrenia) predictors to help people. 
How would it negotiate privacy and 
ethical issues?



Improving “Blanket” Interventions






